
Friday, January 18 
 
2-4 PM on the hour—Lobby 
If you get in early, meet our Con Chair Butch Allen or another staffer and learn about the Fort 
Magruder. Take a quick tour of all the essential MarsCon locations so you’ll always know where to go 
and never waste your precious time in a fun-filled weekend. 
 
5 PM - General Early's  
ConStruction: Making the Most of the Con 
Joey Morris, Adam Seats (M), Sarah & Geoff Hardy 
Early arrivals can learn about our new venue, discover our wealth of programming, or brush up your 
Con etiquette on the way to a great MarsCon 2013. 
  
5-8 PM – Jefferson Davis 1 
Early arrivals can enjoy a movie and explore one end of the hotel as they wait for friends to arrive and 
the Con to get into full swing. 
 
6 PM – General Early's  
Opening Ceremonies  
Toastmaster Michael Khandelwal & MarsCon’s guests, particularly GOHs 
Join us in our traditional toast as we cut the ribbon on MarsCon 2013, introduce our guests, and 
highlight some of the great programs and events on this year’s schedule. 
 
6-8 PM - Restaurant Annex 
A Song Resung: MarsCon Karaoke 
Have a drink and throw off those inhibitions by belting out one of your favorite songs as Ken & Deb 
Kelley of K & D Entertainment get the party started. 
 
7-8:30 PM – General Early's 
Musical Round Robin 
Blibbering Humdingers, Mikey Mason, Jonah Knight, Griff's Room Band, Danny Birt 
MarsCon has so much music to offer! How do you decide which of our concerts to attend? By catching 
the Round Robin, where you can sample from five of our fantastic musical acts in one whirlwind 
session. 
 
7 PM – General Longstreet's 
Pixil Off: Digital Artists Confess Why They Hate Digital Art--Peter Mohrbacher (M), Gina Canady, 
Mark Winslow 
So much of the art world has switched to digital formats, but even artists who have adapted 
successfully can be frustrated by the brave new digital world. Join this panel of digital artists as they 
highlight some of their biggest peeves and some of the techniques they’ve adapted to rise above the 
frustrations. 
 
7 PM – Stuart's Redoubt 
Public Interview with Writer Guests of Honor--David B. Coe/D. B. Jackson and Tamora Pierce with 
Mike Pederson 
Here’s your first shot to catch our Guests of Honor. Join David B. Coe and Tamora Pierce as they’re 
interviewed and introduced. It’s a great chance to get an overview of their careers and finding out 
about the rest of their appearances at MarsCon 2013. 



 
7-9 PM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Prop Design Workshop--Tom Keeler 
Ever see a costume with a giant gun, a robot arm, a jetpack, or just really neat armor? This workshop 
will help explain the basics of costume prop design, and help get you started on designing your own 
future projects. Join Tom Keeler as he takes you through the process from brainstorming, to design, to 
hints for building. 
 
7 PM – Room 467 
Face Plant: Get Make Up or Advice from Our Experts--Sami Sanchez, Wade Cutrell 
Face painter Sami Sanchez and makeup effects artist Wade Cutrell are back to help you put on the 
perfect face for MarsCon Friday Night. Bring your questions, your makeup and your friends as they 
see how many faces they can create in an hour. 
 
7 PM-Midnight -  Room 367 
The Anime Café is open and close to the Con Suite! Tonight’s viewing focuses on Earth Defense Force 
Mao Chan and the movie Pandorum. The Café may stay open later at staff discretion. 
 
8 PM – General Longstreet's 
They Rise Again! Discussing Reborn Monsters like Vampires, Zombies, Mummies & Frankenstein 
Tony Ruggiero (M), Tim Liebe, Andrew Fox 
Undead monsters are doubly appropriate to our theme of rebirth: they’ve been reborn from the dead, 
and every few years their popularity is born again. Our panel of experts will examine as many classic 
and current favorites from fiction, film, and elsewhere as their hour of time will allow. Come prepared 
to share the undead that are unforgettable to you. 
 
8 PM – Stuart's Redoubt 
Webcomics: If You Build It, They Will Click (but not Always) 
Steve Napierski, Rachel Hixon, Chris Impink, Chris Paulsen, Helen Madden 
You may have the best art and the most fascinating story, but if your web site is a mess, people won't 

want to bother coming back. Join our panelists as they talk about what has worked well for them, what 

was an unmitigated disaster, and what new things might improve your own site. 
 
8 PM – Jefferson Davis 1 
Which Doctor? Dr. Who Trivia Game--Deb Fuller, Lyn C.A. Gardner, Sean Gleeson, Angela Pritchett 
We’ve learned that the Dr. Who fans are among MarsCon’s most passionate, and to put it to the test 
this year our team of experts presents this fiendish quiz that will send you scurrying through Classic 
and Nu Who in search of answers. So unzip your head and let off some… steam as you compete for 
prizes and pride. 
 
8 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
The Horror, the Horror: The Life of an Erotica Editor 
Elizabeth Brooks, Kathryn Lively, Michael O'Brien, Helen Madden 
Sure, it's hot and steamy once it's on the bookshelf, but did you ever wonder what goes into compiling 
an erotica anthology? Our authors and editors will give you a behind-the-scenes look on the process 
of curating an erotica anthology. From query letters that will make your hair stand on end to endless 
formatting nightmares, the roller coaster ride of story selections to the tragedy of writing rejection 
letters, they will peel away the sexy veneer and show you the dark side of editing erotica. Adult 
Programming: Participants must be over 18 and should expect to show ID at door. 



 
8-9:30 PM – Restaurant Annex 
Robot Rebellion--The Geek & Robot Standup and Improv Comedy Show 
After many brave battles between the members of Robot Rebellion and the Robot overlords, the 
Rebellion encountered a band of Geek Standup Comedians hiding out in the ruins of a microchip 
factory. Together they began touring the land, spreading laughter and bringing new hope to the 
villages of the countryside.  Join Toastmaster Michael Khandelwal in welcoming the Robot Rebellion 
Improv Troupe and the Geek Standup Comedians to MarsCon 2013! Performing improv comedy: 
Justin Anderson, James Roach, James Rodatus, and Tessa Solee. Performing standup comedy: James 
Rodatus, Jon Small, Derek Williams, and CB Wilkins. 
 
8 PM – Room 467 
Kids’ Meet and Greet Party—with host Cathy Ball 
MarsCon has first class family programming, and it all kicks off here, with a chance for the younger 
set to start friendships that will grow throughout the Con. Eat some food, play a few games, and find 
out about the most family- and kid-friendly programs that will happen through the rest of the Con. 
 
8:15 PM – 10 PM 
Art Room Reception with Artist Guests  
(8:15-9 PM By special invite only, afterward open to all) 
Peter Mohrbacher, Gina Canady, Mechelle Fox, Robert Quill, Beck Seashols, John Waltrip, Jason 
Waltrip 
This year we’re opening our Art Room with a celebration! The first hour is restricted to artist guests 
and those who have purchased panels or Artist Alley tables. After 9, everyone is invited. Don’t miss 
this chance to meet the artists, ask them questions, or pay them compliments as you view their work. 
 
8:30-10 PM – General Early's  
Poisoned Dwarf in Concert 
We’ve brought Poisoned Dwarf back for a third year of their driving Celtic music. Come ready to 
dance or just clap along to Irish flute, whistle, guitar, banjo, Scottish small-pipes, and a variety of 
percussion instruments. 
 
9 PM – General Longstreet's 
Steampunk Funk--Lord Montague 
You’ve purchased his awesome Steampunk goods in the Dealer’s Room, now come hear Lord 
Montague’s unique brand of Steampunk Funk in a fun concert event. 
 
9 PM – Stuart's Redoubt 
Believable Evil: Writing Antagonists that aren't Asinine--Will McIntosh (M), Leona Wisoker, Allen 
Wold, Debra Killeen, David B. Coe/D. B. Jackson 
How do you make evil plausible in fantasy, horror, and science fiction? Why does it matter so 
much? Our panel of popular writers explores tips and strategies for creating convincing and feasible 
evil characters. 
 
9 PM – Jefferson Davis 1 
Artist GOH Presentation 
Peter Mohrbacher 



Illinois’ Peter Mohrbacher is the Artist Guest of Honor for MarsCon this year, and we’re excited to 
have him. Come meet Pete, see samples of his art, and hear about his motivations in this featured 
Guest of Honor hour. 
 
9 PM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Geek Dating Advice--Allegra Torres (M), Sarah and Geoff Hardy, Adam Seats 
There’s a line between flirting with the geek of your dreams and stalking. Come learn how to stay on 
the right side of the equation and have all kinds of fun in the process. Bring your best and worst date 
ideas, pickup lines, and romantic tips to help feed the discussion. Our panelists bring the perspectives 
of a woman, a man, and a married couple who met at MarsCon as they explore the ins and outs of 
Nerdiquette.  
 
9-9:30 PM– Room 467 
Bedtime Stories for Kids--Jen Mitchell 
Bring your PJs and blankies for a half-hour of stories guaranteed to send MarsCon’s younger set off to 
bed with dreams of the coming day of science fiction and fantasy fun. 
 
9:30-11 PM Room 467  
LARP Opening Ceremonies 
Add some live action role playing to your Con activities, as the Seven Cities LARP returns for another 
year of fun around the hotel. 
 
9:30-11 PM – Restaurant Annex 
Serious Improv Kompany 
It’s time to get SIK… the funny way! The Serious Improv Kompany combines high-powered 
improvisational comedy with sharp, biting writing to deliver a unique, fun-filled performance!  Add 
your suggestions, a few dilithium crystals, and it's “Brace for impact!” Serious Improv Kompany is 
Jim Gandolpho, Amy Lyles, Geneva Perry, Stephen Grimm, Imari Caldwell, Dana Clark Epstein, Tony 
Spunzo, and Neil Hollands. 
 
10 PM-Midnight – General Longstreet's 
Drum Circle 
Connie Ralston/Sage Enterprises 
Beat out all those bad feelings or dance along in two soul-healing hours of skin-slapping goodness. 
Drumming led by Connie Ralston and Sage Enterprises. Drums will be provided, but you’re 
encouraged to bring your own percussion instruments to the party.  
 
10 PM – Stuart's Redoubt 
Paranormal Investigation 
Cheralyn Lambeth 
Do you believe in spirits? Are you ready to go look for them? Veteran paranormal investigator 
Cheralyn Lambeth will introduce you to the basic methods that she uses. The workshop is followed 
by a real investigation through a hotel and grounds housed on the site of the Civil War’s Battle of 
Williamsburg. 
 
10 PM – Jefferson Davis 1 
Naughty Custom Art and the People Who Love It--Robert Quill 
Robert Quill is an illustrator who specializes in custom work for individual clients such as portraiture, 
character sketches, glamour images, pretty much anything the client can imagine. Many of these 



clients choose to imagine rather saucy subjects and over his 20 year career, Mr. Quill has accrued a 
menagerie of engaging stories regarding the illustrative fantasies he's been asked to fulfill ranging 
from the bizarre to the shocking... to the downright hilarious. Come hear the stories and even see 
some of the artistic outcomes! Adult Programming: Participants must be over 18 and should expect to 
show ID at door. 
 
10 PM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Incredibles and Not-So-Incredible: The Best and Worst of Recent Superhero Films 
Mikey Mason (M), Tim Liebe, John Jones, Sean Gleeson, Mike Pederson 
Which superhero films leap tall buildings in a single bound and which would trip over a croquet 
hoop? After sounding off on the best and worst of recent caped and cowled cinematic crusades, our 
five superpanelists will lead the audience in a discussion of the Avengers, Batman, X-Men, 
Spiderman, and other recent and forthcoming superhero film franchises. 
 
10 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
An Alien inside Me: Erotica from alien points of view and orientations other than your own 
Elizabeth Brooks, Sapphire Phelan, Michael O'Brien, Helen Madden 
 
10:30 PM-2 AM – General Early's  
Rocky Horror Picture Show--Fishnet, Inc. 
Take a jump to the left as Fishnet, Inc. returns for another rowdy simulcast of Rocky Horror. Grab the 
toast and rubber gloves and leave your inhibitions behind. We never know quite what they’re going 
to do, but we can guarantee you will leave at least a little bit more warped.  
 
11 PM-1 AM – Stuart's Redoubt 
Win, Lose, or Draw--Lynn Popma, Bruce Day 
Look closely at the prehistoric cave walls in Lascaux and you’ll see pictures of MarsCon. That’s how 
long we’ve been playing this game. Prizes are up for grabs, names will be called, children will cry, and 
someone will sniff the markers. Play Friday, come back Saturday, but for Pete’s sake, do something 
else between. 
 
11 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
Steamy Punk: Amazing Sexual Inventions of the Industrial Revolution 
Michael O'Brien, Helen Madden 
Modern people think of themselves as the only sexual innovators, but people of other times knew how 
to make the skin flush and the pulse race too. Join our panelists as they reveal some historical 
inventions and describe some fanciful Steampunk creations of their own devising. 
Adult Programming: Participants must be over 18 and should expect to show ID at door. 
 
11 PM – Restaurant Annex 
A Song Resung: MarsCon Karaoke 
Oh my, are you still here? Just getting your second wind? Why not sing about it in the MarsCon 
karaoke lounge, hosted by K & D Entertainment? If you’re not good, we promise to videotape it and 
blackmail you for the rest of your days. 
 
11 PM-2 AM – Room 467 
Filk and Cookies 
Blibbering Humdingers, Mikey Mason, Jonah Knight, Griff's Room Band, Danny Birt 



Here’s our recipe: mix together five great musical acts, a conspiracy of marvelous guest-made cookies, 
and wash it down with the milk and filk. Isn’t that tasty? Kum-ba-yippy-eye-yay! We can’t think of a 
better way to finish your first night of Con-going. The Con Suite will close during this special concert, 
so if you want munchies, come here! 
 
11 PM-1 AM – Lobby  
Ghost Hunt--Cheralyn Lambeth 
We hope you didn’t miss her discussion of paranormal investigation techniques at 10, but even if you 
did, meet Cher Lambeth in the lobby for a spooky search through a hotel with a haunted history. 
Please, don’t eat the ectoplasm. 

 



Saturday, January 19 
 
9 AM - General Hooker's  
Family Programming Block: Face Painting with Sami Sanchez, Juggling and Balloon Animals by 
Gwydion Ream, Legos with HARDLUG (Hampton Roads Lego User Group) 
 
9 AM-3 PM – Room 367 
The Anime Café opens early for your viewing pleasure. Morning programming is Acchi Kocchi, with 
Code Geass-LeLouce of the Revolution following in the early afternoon. 
 
10 AM – General Early’s 
Blibbering Humdingers in Concert 
Shake your wand to some wizard rock with a new guest to MarsCon, North Carolina’s Blibbering 
Humdingers. You’ll laugh as this band potters around in a variety of musical styles, tinkering 
tunefully with the Harry Potter universe. 
 
10 AM – General Hooker’s 
Family Programming: Magic Show by John Kingry and Legos with HARDLUG 
 
10 AM – General Longstreet’s 
Artists’ Round Table  
Gina Canady (M), Peter Mohrbacher, Mechelle Fox, John Waltrip, Jason Waltrip, Robert Quill, Beck 
Seashols 
We’ve put MarsCon’s artist guests together around one table to talk about how they got started, 
where they get inspiration, and what the best and worst part of being an artist is. After these short 
opening statements, they’ll field questions from the audience. 
 
10 AM – Stuart’s Redoubt 
Relationships and Creativity: Keeping Writing Pursuits from Killing Connections 
Tamora Pierce, Will McIntosh, Leona Wisoker 
Does the world that you create on paper affect your significant other? What are some of the obstacles 
that the writer has when it comes to their love of writing and the love of his or her life? Creative 
people of all stripes will benefit from thinking about how best to balance loved ones with passions. 
 
10 AM-12:30 – Jefferson Davis 1 
Video Game Event--Adam Seats and Ashton Morse 
One of the benefits of our new hotel is a tiered room that we thought would be great for a videogame 
tournament, with the final round projected onto a big wall screen. We’ve collected computers, 
consoles, and televisions together for a tournament with Playstation Allstars Battle Royale. Come back 
in the evening hours for free gaming on a variety of retro and current consoles. 
 
10 AM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Unearthed: Rebuilding Civilization in Space 
Steve White (M), Chris Berman, Stephen Simmons, Marina Sergeyeva 
What if the people of earth had to be reborn somewhere else? Join our panel of SF experts as they 
discuss the mechanics of getting populations into space, building space stations, or transporting them 
to new worlds and terraforming a home. There are a host of interesting problems and creative 
solutions to discuss in this entertaining hour. 
 



10 AM – Abraham Lincoln 
Naval Warfare in SF Settings, Pt. 1--Chris Weuve 
When “ships” move from the sea to space, the rules change drastically, but sometimes our writing and 
thinking doesn’t reflect these differences. Join our expert Chris Weuve as he begins his exploration of 
this fascinating subject. 
 
10 AM-11:30 AM – Room 467 
Teddy Bear not Teddy Bare: Costumes for Your Stuffed Friends--Angela Wade 
Space is limited in Angela Wade’s popular doll and character workshops, so don’t dawdle. This year, 
she offers a chance to create an outfit for the sharp-dressed bear (or hare, she’s got rabbits too.) 
 
11 AM – General Early’s 
Jonah Knight in Concert 
We’re happy to bring Jonah Knight back for another year, performing Paranormal Modern Folk for 
your listening pleasure. Come listen to songs about ghosts, monsters, superheroes and Steampunk 
performed in a roots folk style. 
 
11 AM-Noon – General Hooker’s 
Family Programming: Kids' Science Kit, Blimp Demo, Legos 
The Family Programming Block churns on as Charlie Ball leads creation of a Kids’ Science Kit ($5 
charge), Mike Dodd flies his amazing blimps around the room and lobby, and HARDLUG keeps 
snapping together the Legos! 
 
11 AM – General Longstreet’s 
Avoid the Need for Rebirth with Self Defense 101--Golden Sun Dojo, Hampton  
Bo Mulcahy and a team of her best from Hampton’s Golden Sun Dojo are here to lead you through 
some basic techniques of self-defense. So exercise something more than your video game fingers and 
pick up some skills to help you survive when others are exploring the afterworld. 
 
11 AM – Stuart’s Redoubt 
Getting into Character: a Beginner's Costume Workshop--Cailin Hammer 
Admit it, those Con-goers in costumes look like they’re having a lot of fun. This workshop is designed 
to help beginners open the door to a rewarding lifelong hobby and get you in the game for cosplay 
and costume contests at future Cons. 
 
11 AM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Solar System Exploration Today--Brad Goodman 
In 2012 we marked the 50th anniversary of solar system exploration, and it has been 40 years since 
humans last walked on the Moon. This presentation, aimed at a general audience, offers a brief tour of 
the solar system featuring the accomplishments of selected robotic missions. Images returned by the 
dozens of spacecraft launched since 1962 are highlighted. 
 
11 AM-1 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
Writing 101 Workshop--Allen Wold, David B. Coe, Darcy Wold, Danny Birt, and Andrew Fox 
Hundreds of writers have benefitted from Allen Wold’s instruction at MarsCon in the years that he 
has led our writing workshop. Sharpen up your pencil or charge up the laptop’s battery and come 
ready to write and take constructive criticism from Allen and his team of successful writers. 
 
11 AM – Restaurant Annex 



The Amazing MarsCon Chase: The Launch--Neil Hollands and Michael Westenberger 
Play in teams of up to five people for a chance to win half off of next year’s Con admission. At the 
launch, we’ll sign up teams and give you a list of pictures to take and items to collect for points. Your 
team gets 25 hours: until noon on Sunday, to find as many as you can. This is the game designed to 
lead you to all of the fun MarsCon has to offer, bond with your friends or family, and meet dozens of 
the people who make MarsCon great. All you’ll need are digital cameras and a sense of adventure. If 
you don’t have a team yet, we’ll help you connect with other players in this hour as well. 
 
11:30-Noon – General Hooker’s 
Magic Class--John Kingry 
Conjure up some fun! John Kingry reveals a few magician’s secrets and sends young wizards of all 
ages down the path of magic in this short class for beginning tricksters.  
 
Noon – General Early’s 
Mikey Mason in Concert 
Line up for the return of raging fanboy comic musician Mikey Mason, back to MarsCon by popular 
demand. He unleashes the geek and leaves listeners rolling in the aisles. 
 
Noon – General Hooker’s 
Puppet Show--Craig T. Adams and Debra Burrell 
Family programming rolls into its fourth hour with the popular puppet work of Adams and Burrell. 
This year, they offer ”Basilisk the Wizard.” 
 
Noon – General Longstreet’s 
Why SCA? A Demonstration--Tim Prickett 
Should you get involved in the Society for Creative Anachronism? Join local SCA organizers and 
participants as they discuss what they do and demonstrate some old-school goodness: armored hand-
to-hand combat and non-armored rapier combat. 
 
Noon – Stuart’s Redoubt 
Young Adult Guest of Honor presentation--Tamora Pierce 
Squees of delight were heard from readers of all ages when we announced this guest. MarsCon is 
proud to present one of the greats of young adult literature and of fantasy writing in general as she 
reads from her work and takes questions and answers. A signing session will follow. 
 
Noon – Jefferson Davis 2 
The Whys of Webcomics: a Panel on Inspiration and Ongoing Motivation 
Monica Marier, Kara Dennison, Danny Valentini, Barb Fischer, Chris Paulsen 
You’ve got the skills, you’ve got ideas to get started, but will your webcomic have staying power? 
This panel examines a key element that we often ignore: motivation. Come listen to our panelists 
share bits of their original motivation and find out what keeps them going on those cold winter 
nights. (Hint: It may involve caffeine and/or booze.) 
 
Noon – Restaurant Annex 
Name that Tune: a Classic Game Show, MarsCon Style--Neil Hollands 
It’s Name that Tune with a fantasy/SF twist! Compete for prizes and glory as host Neil Hollands and 
a team of singers--Christina Westenberger, Jennifer Kramer, Stephen Seals, Francisco Mestres, Vivian 
Washburn, and Katie McKenna—present the classic game where contestants hear a snippet of song 
and try to produce the title. 



 
Noon – Room 467 
Low- and No-Sew Costuming—Elise Benson 
Make your very own easy no-sew costume using a variety of materials from upcycled cardboard to 
(new) aluminum foil, duct tape, and various $1 Store items.  We will have all the materials to make 
original masks and headbands, and we will help you design and create other costume pieces based 
upon available materials or items that you bring from home. 
 
1 PM – General Early’s 
Hysterically Correct Pirates in Concert 
Cindy Warner, Scott Hyland, Jim Rice, Craig Clark, and Arden Clark 
Our family programming wouldn’t be complete without an hour of swashbuckling songs and salty 
silliness from the Hysterically Correct Pirates in a show that’s appropriate for all ages. They’re 
guaranteed to shiver your timbers. 
 
1 PM – General Longstreet’s 
The Continuing Adventures of Pickleman: Dillzilla: Titan of Terror--Elizabeth Pasieczny 
Pickleman Productions is in an uproar! Pickleman’s courageous journey takes him to meet Dillzilla, an 
enormous, giant pickle! Will no one be safe? Dive into the jar and delve into the magic behind the 
camera. Green screening, crowd control and even a wave of zombies have engaged this personable 
pickle. Join the campaign of awareness and keep watch to the skies and notify local authorities to 
signs of the invading pickle. Join the fun and receive a free “Gherkin Alert!” pin. Keep your 
community alert to the signs of “Dillzilla: Titan of Terror!” 
 
1 PM – General Hooker’s 
Imagining Alternative Tomorrows: Best Practices for Rebuilding the World 
Bruce Blackistone (M), Drey Mychalus, Debra Killeen, Steve White, Barbara Friend Ish 
Our petroleum-based, internet-wired, A/C and electrical-networked civilization could be morphed 
into a different world. Join our panel of experts as they discuss ways that technology, governance, and 
social mores can be reborn before (or after) a great collapse occurs. 
 
1 PM – Stuart’s Redoubt 
Writer GOH Presentation--David B. Coe/D.B. Jackson 
Whether you’ve enjoyed his work as David B. Coe or as D. B. Jackson, don’t miss this chance to hear 
our Writer Guest of Honor as he reads from his work and takes questions. A signing session follows.  
 
1 PM – Jefferson Davis 1 
The Clothes of Ice and Fire: Costuming on Game of Thrones 
Allegra Torres, Angela Pritchett, Cheralyn Lambeth, Cailin Hammer 
George R. R. Martin’s Westeros contains everything from icy wastes to fiery deserts. TV’s Game of 
Thrones costumers are up to the challenge with clothes for every climate. Join our panel of experts as 
they highlight some of their favorite pieces and give you hints for recreating characters like the Stark 
family, Tyrion Lannister, and Daenerys. 
  
1 PM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Sketch-a-thon 
Beck Seashols (M), John Waltrip, Jason Waltrip, Peter Mohrbacher 
We missed the sketch-a-thons of years past, so we decided to bring it back. The fastest pens in 
MarsCon’s artist guest pool are here to bring your wildest SF/fantasy suggestions to life before your 



eyes. You bring the inspiration, they’ll provide the ink. One lucky attendee will get to take home a 
sketch, while the rest will go into this evening’s Charity Auction. 
 
1 PM – Restaurant Annex 
3rd Annual MarsCon Pun Contest 
Adam Seats with judges Diana Bastine, Deb Fuller, Alex Kramer  
Show up at 12:45 to sign up as a contestant or just come by to grimace, jeer, and heckle the punsters 
along through the fast-paced format as they ad lib lame puns and compete for astonishing sums of 
money, international fame, and finally, their father’s approval. Our annual Pun Contest is guaranteed 
to make even groan men cry. Only one rule: contestant must be 13 and up. We don’t want to warp the 
young ones too much just yet. 
  
1 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
Meet the 501st Legion, with Garrison Tyranus 
Meet MarsCon’s favorite stormtroopers! Never heard of the 501st? Come and find out about these bad 
guys that do good works for charity. Talk to the Imperial troops and Lord Vader himself. 
 
1 PM – Room 467 
Room Party Revelations and Round Table: MarsCon's Best Room Party Hosts Discuss Their Methods 
Michael Khandelwal (M), Jack Hollingsworth, Tom Keeler, Andy Doyle  
How much fun can be packed into one hotel room? Every year MarsCon’s best party planners do their 
best to up the ante. Come hear tales of parties past, trade advice on hosting the perfect party, or just 
find out where the action will be tonight in the wee hours.  
 
1 PM – Hotel Lobby 
Out and About Shootout: Walk the Con with Photographer Earl Harris 
You don’t need a fancy camera to get frameworthy photographs or to capture MarsCon memories. 
Meet photographer Earl Harris in the lobby and spend the next hour with him, walking the Con, 
snapping pictures, and learning to get the best out of those cheap phone cameras and digital 
dinosaurs. 
 
2 PM – General Early’s 
Griff's Room Band in Concert 
We saw these guys jamming in Williamsburg’s Merchants Square and knew their laid-back, soulful 
vibe would be a great addition to MarsCon. Whether you want to kick back for a restorative afternoon 
hour or rev up for an evening of MarsCon adventure, come give Griff’s Room Band a listen. 
 
2 PM – General Hooker’s 
Is the Time Machine Stuck? Overused and Underused Alternate History Settings 
D. B. Jackson/David B. Coe (M), Chris Berman, Deb Fuller 
We’ve seen dozens of alternate outcomes to WWII, the Elizabethan and Victorians, and the Civil War, 
but sometimes the rest of history seems underrepresented. Our panelists explore why a few historical 
settings have such magnetism for writers and readers, highlight some of the best works of alternate 
history, and then suggest newer settings that deserve exploration in fantasy and science fiction. 
 
2 PM – General Longstreet’s 
Avoid the Need for Rebirth with Self Defense 101--Golden Sun Dojo, Hampton 



Bo Mulcahy and a team of her best from Hampton’s Golden Sun Dojo are here to lead you through 
some basic techniques of self-defense. So exercise something more than your video game fingers and 
pick up some skills to help you survive when others are exploring the afterworld. 
 
2 PM – Stuart’s Redoubt 
Labor of Love or Money Maker? An Interdisciplinary Panel on Deciding between Amateur or Pro 
Pursuits--Jonah Knight (M), Kat Lively, Mechelle Fox, Will McIntosh 
You want to explore your creative gifts, find an audience, maybe build to bigger fame. Should you 
throw yourself into professional pursuit of the dream or keep your day job and pursue art on the side? 
We’ve brought together a panel with writers, an artist, and a musician to get an interdisciplinary take 
on the pros and cons of going pro or staying amateur.   
 
2 PM – Jefferson Davis 1 
Adobe Don’ts: Things Never to Do in Photoshop-- Mark Winslow (M), Peter Mohrbacher, Gina 
Canady 
Our panelists have learned it the hard way—catch this session so you don’t! They’ll highlight common 
mistakes that beginners make as they start working in Photoshop, explain better techniques to work 
around the problems, and discuss which of this program’s many features you need to master and 
which you can mostly ignore. 
 
2 PM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Jedi Redux: Whither Star Wars 7- 9? — Chris Weuve (M), Mikey Mason, Tom Keeler, John Jones  
Disney has purchased Lucasfilms and plans to release new films in the franchise starting in 2015. Is it 
a good idea, or should we just stick with the classics? Which stories and characters from the Star Wars 
universe should the new films follow and which will they follow? Who should direct? Should the old 
actors come back or the parts be recast? Will classic characters be killed off? What villain will take the 
place of Darth Vader? All of these questions are fair game as panelists and fans do battle for the future 
of the force. 
  
2 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
Making: 3D Modeling and 3D Printing—Todd Blatt 
In Makers, Cory Doctorow introduced readers to a world where a guerrilla DIY movement changed 
the world with 3D printers and other inventions, but making isn’t just science fiction. Todd Blatt is 
here to show some of the 3D modeling and printing equipment and projects that he’s using to bring 
the future to life today. Come for a glimpse at how new technologies might lead to major changes in 
the very near future. 
 
2 PM – Restaurant Annex 
MarsCon Jeopardy--Mike "Gwydion" Ream 
Last year he won most of our quiz games, so this year we made him an emcee! Join Gwydion Ream as 
he offers a Jeopardy game for all challengers on themes of science fiction, fantasy, and rebirth. 
Everybody starts, and three finalists pick up the buzzers for an exciting final round. The winner takes 
home Con Cash and the title of MarsCon Jeopardy Champion. 
 
2 PM – Room 467 
Craft Project -- Christina Westenberger 
Last year she led you in making felt zombie danglers. We don’t know what she’s got cooked up this 
year, but this clever crafter is brimming with ideas and full of fun. Recommended for kids and 
families. 



 
2-4 PM – Con Suite 
Playing with Your Food—After the Gummy Apocalypse-Chris Addotta and Con Suite Staff 
Ever wonder what will become of the Gummi Bears in the post apocalypse? They turn into weird 
hybrid creatures that defy description! Come by and help create these creatures ... And eat them! A 
Family Program 
 
3 PM – General Longstreet’s 
Danny Birt in Concert 
A musician, writer, and music therapist, Danny Birt is a favorite with MarsCon audiences. You’ll see 
him all over the Con because this guy can make a contribution to almost any panel, but set aside this 
hour to hear songs from his CDs Od-Ditties, Warped Children’s Songs, and Narcoleptic Pianist, as well as 
some of his latest work. 
 
3 PM – Stuart’s Redoubt 
Guest Authors Reading 
Allen Wold (M), Lyn C. A. Gardner, Chris Berman, Tony Ruggiero, Pamela K. Kinney 
Sample the latest work of some of MarsCon’s fantastic writer guests as they’re featured in eight 
minute sets. This is your chance to see what’s forthcoming from these creative talents, get an 
autograph, or see which writer’s works you’ll want to seek out for your next read. 
 
3 PM – Jefferson Davis 1 
"You Work At NASA! Are you an Astronaut?"--Butch Allen, Dan Norfolk, Ivan Clark 
NASA doesn’t just fly the shuttle or send rovers to Mars. Join a panel of engineers and technicians to 
discover some of the many other projects and results that NASA produces. 
 
3 PM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Amazing Face! A Character Makeup Demo--Wade Cutrell 
You saw Wade Cutrell’s quick makeup special effects at last year’s MarsCon, but here he 
demonstrates more advanced techniques as he spends an hour developing more advanced character 
make up. Come ask questions as he shows techniques for taking makeup to the next level. 
 
3 PM – Restaurant Annex 
MarsCon Match Guest: a Classic Game Show, MarsCon Style 
Emcee Neil Hollands with guests Tamora Pierce, David B. Coe/D. B. Jackson, Debra Killeen, Diana 
Bastine, Mikey Mason, Will McIntosh, Barbara Friend Ish, Patrick Vanner 
We’re bringing the classic game show to MarsCon, except with fandom-themed blanks to fill and a 
top-drawer lineup of clever MarsCon guests. In our format, everyone gets to play, with the fan who 
matches the most answers taking home Con Cash to spend in the Dealer’s Room or towards next 
year’s admission. 
 
3-9 PM – Room 367 
The Anime Café steams on through the afternoon and early evening. Chibi Vampire Karin shows 
from 3-6, followed by Oba Nabuna’s Ambition from 6 to 9. 
 
3 PM – Room 467 
Tardis Tea Time: a Dr. Who High Tea--Angela Wade 



Whether Doctor or companion, Time Lord, Dalek or Zygon, you’re invited to a Dr. Who High Tea 
where civilized fans can enjoy a cuppa, snack on cakes or sandwiches, and celebrate all things Dr. 
Who. 
 
4 PM – General Early’s & General Hooker’s 
The Comedy of Luna-C  
You know MarsCon’s Saturday evening prime time entertainment is revving up when Luna-C takes 
the stage. This is the sketch comedy troupe that has kept audiences laughing since the dark and foggy 
mists of time shrouded our Martian landscape. They’ll bring the funny, with a rich, meaty center of 
geeky goodness, so make sure you don’t miss out. 
 
4 PM – General Longstreet’s 
Full Steam Ahead or Punking Out: Where Is Steampunk Going? 
Tom Keeler, Jonah Knight, Lord Montague 
We all love the look of Steampunk, but is it more than just a nice way to accessorize? Our 
interdisciplinary panel will explore whether the art, literature, music, and ideas of Steampunk are 
producing real art, a meaningful movement, or just becoming another passing genre fad. No doubt 
their conclusions will make you goggle-eyed. 
 
4 PM – Stuart’s Redoubt 
Guest Authors Reading--Steve White (M), Marina Sergeyeva, Will McIntosh, Andrew Fox, Barbara 
Friend Ish 
It’s a second hour of MarsCon’s fantastic writer guests featured in eight minute sets. This is your 
chance to see what’s forthcoming from these creative talents, get an autograph, or see which writer’s 
works you’ll want to seek out for your next read. 
 
4 PM – Jefferson Davis 1 
Mars Update -- Eric Queen 
It’s been an interesting year for the Mars Rover programs, so you won’t want to miss Dr. Eric Queen’s 
annual report about the state of the art in the study of the red planet. Think of it as your way to keep 
up with the neighbors.  
 
4 PM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Putting Your Hand In: A Puppetry Workshop 
Craig T. Adams, Debra Burrell, Elizabeth Pasieczny 
Tired of staring at the wall? Lonely, because your stuffed animals won't talk back? Then come on out 
to the Puppetry Panel and learn how to make the stuffed and silent speak! Join Masters of Puppetry 
and experience their tales of joy, terror, and woe in fabric, cloth and wire. Ask questions about all 
things puppetry: creating puppets and adding character to inanimate life. No questions are too stupid 
or too silly as we help you create your own worlds of wonder and quell your curiosity. 
 
4 PM – Abraham Lincoln  
Reinventing Myself: The ABCs of Living with Asperger's Syndrome--Julie Herndon 
Growing up as a social idiot while academically smart, Julie Herndon was convinced she must be 
from another planet. She learned to reinvent herself when she discovered where she fit in the world of 
Asperger's Syndrome on the autism spectrum. If this sounds like you or someone you know, come 
learn how to maximize strengths and adapt to weaknesses. 
 
4 PM – Restaurant Annex 



Rebirth Trivia--Michael Westenberger 
Rebirth is the theme of MarsCon this year, but what do you know about it? This trivia game for small 
teams will test your knowledge and play with your head. One team will emerge from the ashes of the 
others reborn as a phoenix and rewarded with Con Cash to gloriously rise over… Oh just come play. 
 
4 PM – Lobby 
Martian Egg Hunt-Sarah Hardy 
The Martians have been to the Fort Magruder and deposited their eggs around the lobby. It’s up to 
MarsCon’s smallest attendees (age 10 and under) to pick them up before they hatch. Get hunting kids, 
we don’t need an invasion… half the Con’s still coming! 
 
4 PM – Room 467 
Junior Dancers—Alison Armstrong  
Kids of all ages can learn some Mid-Eastern dance moves on their way to performing a number in the 
evening show with Treasures in the Sand. 
 
5 PM – Stuart’s Redoubt 
Battle of the Writing Stars: a Quick Write Game 
Tony Ruggiero (M), David B. Coe/D.B. Jackson, Lyn C.A. Gardner, Stephen Simmons, Deb Fuller, 
Chris Berman, Patrick Vanner 
Seven of MarsCon’s fastest-thinking writing guests gamble their reputations (and their firstborn) on 
this game of quick wits and quicker pens as teams of writers, in secret from each other, write short 
stories from ridiculous writing prompts. As a section is completed, it is passed on to another member 
to pick up where the last left off. Completed stories are read by each team and the audience decides 
the winner. 
 
5 PM – Jefferson Davis 1 
Webcomics: Heroes and Villains: Character Inspiration 
Monica Marier, Dave Joria, Barb Fischer, Danny Valentini 
Everyone has a hero or villain that has affected their outlook on life. Find out who our panelists root 
for and how these iconic characters shape the panelists' own world-building vision of right, wrong, 
and the myriad shades of grey in between, plus tips on giving your own creations more dimension. 
 
5 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
The Best Young Adult Novels for Adults--Diana Bastine (M), Tamora Pierce, Steve White 
We’ve found Harry Potter and the Hunger Games, but what books should adults pull off the young 
adult shelf next? This fantastic panel, including our YA GOH, knows the answer. MarsCon continues 
the long cherished tradition of adults stealing all the best things from kids. 
 
5-7 PM – Restaurant Annex 
A Star Is Reborn: MarsCon Karaoke—K & D Entertainment 
Well we’ve made it this far and our ears aren’t bleeding yet. Here’s your last chance to add your 
barbaric yawp to the chorus of karaoke voices at MarsCon. This is a qualifying event for America’s Got 
Talent, but It Might Not Be You. Come on and show us what you’ve got! 
 
5 PM – Room 467 
Homebrewing Basics 
Phil Norfolk and Scott Kennedy from Brass Cannon, Jen Mitchell and Danny Kunz 



Brewing your own beer is easier than you think and a great hobby. Come to this panel to learn what 
equipment you need, what resources are available, and how to avoid common beginner mistakes. 
MarsCon has even sprung to buy some sample growlers from one of Virginia’s newest 
microbreweries, Brass Cannon Brewing, located in Toano. But don’t be late: space on this one is 
limited to the first 24 attendees. 
 
6-8 PM – Stuart’s Redoubt 
Costume Contest Contestants Check-In 
If you want to walk the walk, you need to get in line. Come claim your spot for the big costume 
contest that will run from 7 to 9. Prizes are at stake, and so are egos. 
 
6-8 PM – Room 467 
Leona Wisoker Book Launch Party 
It’s time to ring in the arrival of Bells of the Kingdom, the latest novel by Williamsburg’s own rising 
fantasy star Leona Wisoker, published by Mercury Retrograde Press. Stop by to hear her read an 
excerpt from the book, get your copy signed, enter a raffle for door prizes, and enjoy free food and 
drink. 
 
6-8 PM – Jefferson Davis 1 
Werewolves: from Folklore to the Silver Screen—Team Fantasmo 
Team Fantasmo are Rob and Phyllis Floyd, but we’d pit them against any pair of Mexican wrestlers… 
as long as the subject is cult cinema. They’re primed for two hours of werewolf film clips and 
discussion. If you’re a serious film fan, this is the panel for you. 
  
6:30-7 PM – General Early’s, General Hooker’s & General Longstreet’s 
Treasures in the Sand 
The evening program sways into full motion in time with the hips of the dancers of Treasures in the 
Sand. Come see what kind of creative choreography they’ve whipped up to kick off this year’s big 
show. 
 
7-9 PM – General Early’s, General Hooker’s & General Longstreet’s 
Costume Contest, Dance, Music, and Comedy Performances 
Michael Khandelwal, Justin Anderson, James Roach, James Rodatus, Jon Small, Tessa Solee, Derek 
Williams, CB Wilkins, Treasures in the Sand, Mikey Mason, Jonah Knight, Luna-C 
If you came in costume, here’s your chance to strut your stuff. The rest of us will be watching you, 
mixed with geek comedy, more dancing, and the music of Mikey Mason and Jonah Knight. 
 
8 PM-2 AM Jefferson Davis 1 
Video Gaming--Ashton Morse and Adam Seats 
Meanwhile, at the other end of the hotel, we offer an alternative: a selection of retro and contemporary 
console games, played to the death, or at least the carpal tunnel syndrome, of those who just can’t get 
enough of gaming. 
 
8 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
50 Shades of Fan-Fic: Grayrotica--Kathryn Lively, JM Snyder, Michael O'Brien, Helen Madden 
Our Saturday night adult lineup is hotter than ever, and it kicks off here. Join our panel of erotica 
writers as they explore the publishing sensation 50 Shades of Gray and share works of fan fiction that it 
has inspired. The safeword is “martian.” 
Adult Programming: Participants must be over 18 and should expect to show ID at door. 



 
8 PM-? – Room 467 
Fishnet Inc. Party 
Yesterday, Rocky, tonight, party! This is just one of the many room parties you’ll find in a section of 
the hotel designated for the best of the MarsCon parties. Just save a little for Sunday: we’ve still got 
some great events on the way! 
 
9 PM – General Early’s, General Hooker’s & General Longstreet’s 
Charity Auction for Heritage Humane Society--Michael Khandelwal, auctioneer  
Back on the mainstage, it’s time to open up your wallet and your heart as we try to break the record 
for money raised for the Heritage Humane Society. Raise your paddle high for the puppies, give up 
the cash for the kitties, and take home something great that your spouse just doesn’t understand. 
 
9–11 PM – Stuart’s Redoubt (followed by an investigation around the hotel) 
Paranormal Investigating 101--Pamela K. Kinney 
Ever wanted to be a paranormal investigator like you’ve seen on Ghost Hunters and Ghost Adventurers, 
but not sure where to start? Author and paranormal investigator Pamela K. Kinney has a workshop 
for you. There will be two hours of classroom, followed by an actual investigation on hotel premises at 
the Civil War earthworks outside. So if you have your own digital camera, even digital recorders, 
bring them, along with paper and pens. Nothing else is needed, as Ms. Kinney will talk about other 
equipment used on investigations. At the end of the session, one lucky winner will receive a drowsing 
rod, courtesy of the presenter. This session is limited to 15 investigators, so don’t be late! 
 
9 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
Afraid of the Dark?—Elizabeth Brooks, JM Snyder, Michael O'Brien, Helen Madden 
How far is too far for erotic genre romance? Our panel of erotica writers explores the limits of what 
readers, and publishers, will take. Adult Programming: Participants must be over 18 and should 
expect to show ID at door. 
 
9 PM-Midnight – Room 367 
The Anime Café offers Viewer’s Choice for its last three hours of the day. 
 
10 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
Vampires and Werewolves and Ghosts, Oh My! Writing Sex with the Other 
JM Snyder, Michael O'Brien, Helen Madden 
Our panelists explore the difficulties of writing about sex with someone (or something) whose 
orientations, pleasures, and physicality are different than your own. With equal doses of empathy and 
erotic creativity, they’ll embrace the challenge of making the strange shudder. Adult Programming: 
Participants must be over 18 and should expect to show ID at door. 
 
10:15 PM-1 AM – General Early’s, General Hooker’s & General Longstreet’s 
Frenchy and the Punk Concert 
We searched high and low for worthy successors for long-time MarsCon mainstays Coyote Run, who 
hung up the kilts this year. We think we found a winner in Frenchy and the Punk. Their bio describes 
this dynamic duo’s music as Django Reinhardt, Johnny Ramone, Siouxsie Sioux and Edith Piaf 
jamming together at an event hosted by Tim Burton. We like the energy of their theatrical 
performances and the guitar riffs and pounding percussion of their punk cabaret sound. Join with old 
friends and new to dance into the night at this signature MarsCon event.  
 



11 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
Erotica a la Carte: Iron Chef 
Nobilis Reed, Helen Madden, Leigh Ellwood, Elizabeth Brooks, JM Snyder 
MarsCon’s erotica writers put their creativity and quickness to the test as they compete for a spot in 
the finals of this multi-Con writing event. Competitors are given a secret ingredient, and twenty 
minutes to write a piece of smutty flash fiction using their ingredient. When the time is up, stories are 
read aloud. Winners are judged by audience acclamation so come pick your smutty favorites in an 
hour of fast-paced fun. Adult Programming: Participants must be over 18 and should expect to show 
ID at door. 
 
Midnight-2 AM (or following soon after Frenchy and the Punk) – Con Suite 
Midnight Mocktail Party 
MarsCon is a very social place. Saturday night is a time when folks can roam around the room parties 
and have fun. If you are more interested in the party without the alcohol, come by the Mocktail Party 
run by the Con Suite staff. Fancy drinks, lotsa laughs, no hangover! Win-Win! 
 
Midnight – Stuart’s Redoubt 
Win, Lose, or Draw--Brian Bevins 
As the music winds down, stop by for another round of Win, Lose, or Draw—same game, different 
host. Don’t worry if you’re drawing a little crooked by this point, the person guessing is probably 
seeing a little crooked too. 
 
Approx. 1 AM—General Early’s 
The Devil’s Carnival 
After the big party, stick around and go straight to hell! The Devil’s Carnival is a twisted musical 
version of Hell performed with film and cosplay by Sa’ida Dance Company and the Time Travel 
Tourists. 
 

 

 

 



Sunday, January 20 

 
9 AM-Noon -- Room 367 
The Anime Café reopens for three more hours of Viewer’s Choice programming. 
 
10 AM – General Early's 
Post with the Most: Starting a Blog  
David Coe/D. B. Jackson (M), Tamora Pierce, Andrew Fox 
Think you’ve got something to say? Perhaps blogging is for you. And who better to learn about it 
from than three of MarsCon’s best authors, including two Guests of Honor. They’ll explore both the 
mechanics of starting a blog, hints for finding readers, and advice for crafting the best of posts. Get up 
and get motivated with this excellent session. 
 
10 AM – General Hooker's 
It's Alive! Should We Kill It Again? Debating Recent Remakes 
Tony Ruggiero, Tim Liebe, John Jones, Chris Weuve, Mike Pederson (M) 
It seems like whether its film, literature, television, or other media, the name of the game these days is 
recycling old material. Join this crackerjack panel as they argue for and against recent retreads. Come 
prepared to bring up the remakes you love and hate. We’ll drop ‘em into the arena and see which of 
these old warhorses come out standing.  
 
10 AM – General Longstreet’s 
Making: the Future of DIY, HackerSpaces, and FabLabs—Todd Blatt 
Todd Blatt looks at just where the Maker movement might take us, demonstrating some of the new 
DIY products, guerilla invention, and hack creativity that could shake up technology and through 
that, the world as we know it. 
 
10 AM – Stuart's Redoubt 
Getting to Be a Hobbit with Me: a Panel on the New Film 
Bruce Blackistone, Jonah Knight, Stephen Simmons (M), Terry Gray 
Is it the launch pad for a great new trilogy or a bloated carcass of your favorite chidren’s book? Did 
the CGI and faster frame rate make you wiggle your hairy toes or curl them in disgust? Was it 
precious, or did Smaug get in your eyes? You know you have an opinion to share in this panel that 
belongs in a hole in the ground. 
 
10 AM-Noon – Jefferson Davis 1 
Old School Anime--Adam Seats and Adam Zalonis 
Anime’s not the new kid on the fantasy/science fiction block anymore. Join our hosts as they look 
back at the influence of Space Battleship Yamato/Star Blazers and Cyborg 009. They’ll screen clips 
and lead discussion on two anime series that every fan should know. 
 
10 AM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Family Gaming: Eurogames Basics 
Deb Fuller, Dave Seletyn 
While American markets are flooded with some of the same family board games that have been on 
sale for fifty years, European gamers, particularly the Germans, have produced a full cupboard of 
family-friendly games. In this session for families and kids, two fans of these European-designed 
games will show off some of the best. 



 
10 AM – Abraham Lincoln 
Follow up to Writing 101  
Allen Wold, Darcy Wold, Danny Birt 
 
10 AM – Restaurant Annex 
Movie Trivia--Sean Gleeson 
Sean Gleeson loves trivia, and he’s put together a fiendish set of tricksy film trivia for fans. Come 
compete for prizes and fun in a game designed for movie lovers. 
 
10 AM – Art Room Demo Area 
Polymer Clay Demo--Mechelle Fox 
Polymer clay is one of the hottest media for artists these days. Mechelle Fox will lead participants 
through a demonstration of some of its possibilities. Set in the same space as the Art Room, this is a 
good time to take a last gander at this year’s fantastic art and see if there’s anything you want to scoop 
up in the Auction that hasn’t yet been claimed. 
 
11 AM – General Early's 
Costume Critique--Deb Fuller and Cheralyn Lambeth 
Take of the masque and open your ears as two veteran costume creators and judges provide frank 
critique to help participants of Saturday night’s contest improve their costumes and presentation at 
future Cons. If you didn’t get the big prize, turn this year’s disappointment into next year’s triumph. 
 
11 AM – General Hooker's 
Armor Building and Rigging--501st Legion 
Can't quite figure out how to design and wear armor that won’t fall apart or leave you too heavy to 
move?  Get some tips and tricks from men and women who have donned their gear hundreds of 
times, the troopers who work for the Empire’s 501st Legion. 
 
11 AM – General Longstreet's 
Webcomics Round Table--Helen Madden, Danny Valentini, Steve Napierski, Chris Impink, Barb 
Fischer (M), Monica Marier, Dave Joria, Rachael Hixon, Kara Dennison, Chris Paulsen 

The stars have reconvened and the signs and portents all point to the inevitable:  

it's time for the webcomics folks to get back together at Marscon and talk about all  

manner of things. Bring your questions, your good cheer, and -- perhaps -- cookies.  We  

like cookies. 
 
11 AM – Stuart's Redoubt 
Space Transportation: A Glimpse at What's Next--Brad Goodman 
With NASA’s space shuttle orbiters now confined to museums, some have wondered if we have 
abandoned human spaceflight. While crews still occupy the International Space Station (ISS), a $65-
million ticket on a Russian Soyuz spacecraft is currently the only way for American astronauts to get 
aboard. As several companies work to develop systems for commercial space transportation, 
supported with government funding, political pressure mounts to select a single contractor. No one 
can say which firm may ultimately be chosen. This presentation explores programs with the initials 
COTS, CCP, and even C3PO and looks at the hardware provided by the international partners who 
support the ISS, NASA’s Space Launch System, and at what could become the international space 
station for the next generation. 
 



 
11 AM-1 PM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Family Gaming--Geoff Hardy 
Are your kids ready to pick on someone their own size? Then we invite them to join our kid-friendly 
open gaming session where we will feature games designed or tailored for kids. The best part is, these 
games won't put adults to sleep: several are adult favorites adjusted to make them more playable and 
enjoyable for kids while leaving the game entertaining for everyone. Favorites that will be featured: 
Carcassonne, Forbidden Island, LEGO Heroica, A-MAZE-ing Labrynth, and introducing Zombie Dice 
and Battleship Galaxies! We also invite you to bring any of your own favorites that you'd like to share. 
 
11 AM – Abraham Lincoln 
Naval Warfare in SF Settings, Pt. 2--Chris Weuve 
When “ships” move from the sea to space, the rules change drastically, but sometimes our writing and 
thinking doesn’t reflect these differences. Join our expert Chris Weuve for the second half of his 
exploration of this fascinating subject. 
 
11 AM – Restaurant Annex 
Password for Fans: a Classic Game Show, MarsCon Style--Neil Hollands 
Your programming chair is back to host another chance to win some Con Cash: an SF/fantasy version 
of the classic game show Password that everyone can play at once. Take your turn at giving clues, 
write down your guesses, or take a shot at the puzzle as we lead to the exciting lightning round finish. 
 
11 AM-Noon – Con Suite 
Nondenominational Worship Service 
We want to feed your spirit as well as your body! Come to a non-denominational worship service led 
by Rev. Chris Addotta. This year we will have music and swag for the first ten folks to settle in for the 
service! 
 
Noon – General Early's 
Art Auction 
If it hasn’t sold yet, this might be your chance to claim a prize off the walls of the Art Room. 
 
Noon – General Hooker's  
Updating a Classic Group Write: Authors Re-imagine a Classic Scenario Live 
Danny Birt (M), Stephen Simmons, Andrew Fox, Patrick Vanner 
Four great writers will create a new version of a classic story with help from suggestions from the 
audience regarding the story to revise, the characters, the setting, and the some of the conflicts and 
plot elements. With your help, they’ll spin a new tale from familiar straw. Come and get insight into 
the creative process at work and enjoy a great story at the same time. 
 
Noon – General Longstreet's 
The Resurrection Section: Fans Suggest Classics that Deserve Rebirth 
Adam Seats (M), David Coe/D.B. Jackson, Drey Mychalus, Tim Liebe, Mary and Terry Gray 
They haven’t remade everything yet, and these panelists will come prepared with one or two films, 
books, television shows, or other media that deserve rebirth. After they offer their favorites for your 
consideration, they’ll open up the floor for audience participation. Play the game of casting familiar 
roles in a new movie, choose a writer who could best pick up the thread of a classic series, or suggest a 
new twist that would make a beloved plot new again. 
  



Noon – Stuart's Redoubt 
Too Much A in YA? : Drawing the Line between Adult and Young Adult 
Diana Bastine, Tamora Pierce, JM Snyder, Angela Pritchett (M) 
Teens like edgy fare and adults are reading YA books too, but is it possible to go too far with violence, 
sexuality, or other mature themes? Where should we draw the line between works for young 
audiences and works for adults. Join in this thoughtful discussion of what’s appropriate and what’s 
not. 
 
Noon – Restaurant Annex 
Great MarsCon Chase Awards--Neil Hollands and Michael Westenberger 
You’ve had 25 hours to collect those pictures and objects, now bring them in to see if the members of 
your team can come back to MarsCon 2014 for half price. We’ll also collect some of our favorite photos 
for inclusion on the MarsCon website. 
 
1 PM – General Early's 
The Blibbering Humdingers in Concert 
It’s a tradition to close out Sunday afternoon with feel-good funny concerts where the MarsCon 
community can join together in a tired but happy afterglow. We kick off that set this year with another 
set of wizard rock from the Blibbering Humdingers. 
 
1 PM – General Hooker's 
Designing Better War Games on Paper, Online, and in the Field 
Chris Weuve (M), Bruce Blackistone, Drey Mychalus 
Our panel of experts and gamers will look at the strengths and weaknesses of war games in various 
formats and then work with the audience to develop ideas for games that are interesting to play, 
realistic tests of strategy, good training tools, and predictive of real world outcomes. 
 
1 PM – General Longstreet's 
Holmes Sweet Holmes: the Many Incarnations of Sherlock Holmes 
Deb Fuller (M), Tony Ruggiero, Lyn C.A. Gardner, Marina Segeyeva 
Whether you prefer the English series Sherlock, the Robert Downey Jr.-starring films, Elementary, the 
new literature or good old Arthur Conan Doyle, there’s no doubt that Sherlock Holmes is hot again. 
Our panelists will discuss some of their favorite incarnations of the classic sleuth and consider the 
question of why the deductive detective and his sidekick Watson have evergreen popularity. 
 
1 PM – Stuart's Redoubt 
History of MarsCon Redux--Butch Allen 
Here’s your chance to tell our beloved Con Chair thanks for his many hours of hard work and learn 
about the long history of one of America’s great Cons. It’s a presentation that should inspire you to 
come back for more next year and seek new levels of involvement in Hampton Roads’ annual gift to 
fans of all persuasions. 
 
1 PM – Jefferson Davis 1 
So You Want to Make a Webcomic?--Chris Paulsen 
Christopher Paulsen has drawn the webcomic Precocious for over four years, and he's here to help 
you avoid the mistakes he made early on. He’ll teach beginner or aspiring webcomicers how to hit the 
ground running and avoid rookie mistakes. Webcomic vets are invited to share insight as well. Chris 
will sign copies of his first comic collection afterwards. 
 



1 PM – Jefferson Davis 2 
Broad Universe Reading 
Leona Wisoker, Meriah Crawford, Debra Killeen, Betty Cross 
Feisty broads read short excerpts from their latest works, answer questions, and laugh a lot. Come and 
see what happens when Meriah Crawford, Betty Cross, Debra Killeen, and Leona Wisoker all wind up 
in the same room at the same time 
 
1 PM-3 PM – Abraham Lincoln 
Your Plot Thickens: a Writing Workshop --Allen Wold 
Allen’s back, flying solo this time with a session for more advanced writers in how to build plots. If 
you’re serious about writing, save some brain cells for this Sunday afternoon look at methods that can 
help you design a great story. 
 
2 PM – General Early's 
Mikey Mason in Concert 
We’re giving Mikey Mason the last musical word in a Con loaded with great music. Spend one last 
hour with this comic genius and go home laughing. 
 
2 PM – General Longstreet's 
Couch Potato Mashup: Our Favorite Television Programs 
David Coe (M), Tim Liebe, Tamora Pierce, Angela Pritchett, Mike Pederson 
It’s one last chance to enjoy our Guests of Honor as they let down their hair and talk about everyone’s 
guilty pleasure: television. After short discussions by the panel, everyone in the room will vote on 
favorite programs in categories like science fiction, fantasy, horror, comedy, drama, mystery, reality 
show, and guilty pleasure. 
  
2 PM – Stuart's Redoubt 
Remembering Ray: a Bradbury Memorial Hour 
Andrew Fox (M), Diana Bastine, Lyn C.A. Gardner, Mary and Terry Gray 
We lost one of the all-time greats last year, that grand old man of science fiction and fantasy, Ray 
Bradbury. The panelists will each discuss the influence Bradbury had on their writing or fandom and 
offer appreciations of some of his great works such as Fahrenheit 451, The Martian Chronicles, Dandelion 
Wine, and Something Wicked This Way Comes. Then they’ll open up the floor for your remembrances of 
Ray. Think about when you first encountered this giant or what you took away from one of his 
masterworks and come prepared to share. 
 
3 PM – General Early's 
Closing Ceremonies--All guests 
I feel reborn, how about you? We’ll bid a fond farewell, announce Guests of Honor for 2014, and 
otherwise beat the dead dog in the final session of MarsCon 2013. 


